Subject: Alternator

Affected engine models: All engine models

SL 1700 EA

Background information: Occasional radio interference as well as delivery problems of the manufacturer of the alternator Ducati Type 610

Priority: none

Compliance: The alternator type Ducati 610 P/N: 17.11.021 is being replaced by the alternator Ducellier 7532 P/N: 17.11.020 A. A new clamping strap and clamping strap fitting is to be used, too.

Remarks: Engine power is unchanged. Engine mass is increased by 0.82 kg. The Ducellier 7532 alternator is controlled by a separate regulator. For the amended wiring diagram contact your airframe manufacturer.

This document has been translated to the best of our knowledge. In case of doubt however only the German original shall be considered authoritative.
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